ALBERT Camus
1913-2013

a digital, interactive
and multilingual
exhibition

An innovative
offline/online
project
The Institut français is launching a new
concept for digital exhibitions, the first
expression of which will be devoted
to Albert Camus, to celebrate
the centenary of his birth.
The originality of this monographic exhibition lies in its
combining editorial know-how and QR codes.
Visitors access the content standing in front of the
exhibit and using a smartphone or a tablet.

4.55 M-LONG
Exhibit
1 DEDICATED IOS AND 		
ANDROID APP
SIMULTANEOUS
MULTILINGUAL ACCESS
CRITICAL TEXTS
AND EXCERPTS
OVER 100 ANNOTATED
DOCUMENTS
18 MIN OF AUDIO AND VIDEO
ARCHIVE MATERIAL

LAUNCH

OCTOBER 2013
The posters display images and dates, which
are understandable in all languages.
Copy written in cooperation with
the École normale supérieure.
The 7 posters may be mounted onto a support
or laminated. They should be displayed edge-to-edge.

SIMULTANEOUS VERSIONS
FRENCH, ENGLISH,
SPANISH, GERMAN,
ARABIC, CHINESE
RIGHTS HELD THROUGH TO
DECEMBER 2014

A multilingual,
multimedia and
interactive
experience
The « Camus 1913-2013  »
exhibition adapts QR code technology
to enable a multilingual, multimedia
and interactive user experience.
A QR code is a two-dimensional barcode,
and uses freely-licenced technology that
was created in Japan in 1994. The use of
QR codes spread rapidly from 2004:
by 2010, there were more QR codes scanned
every day in Japan than text messages sent.
Using the built-in camera of a smartphone
or of a tablet connected to the Internet
(Wifi, 3 or 4G), simply photographing
a QR code allows the user to directly
access a web page.

Once they have downloaded
the application, which has been
specifically designed and developed
for the exhibition, visitors can access
the content by scanning the QR codes
displayed on the exhibit.
They may use a tablet provided as part of the
exhibition, or their own device.
Texts, images, audio or video documents are
immediately accessible.

The exhibit becomes
a reading map or landscape.
within which each visitor is invited
to create his/her own itinerary.

This project’s digital, interactive, collaborative and
multilingual nature illustrates the Institut français’s
will to address new cultural practices and to engage
new audiences by executing its mission through
innovative projects.

START

Visitor Itinerary 1/4
Once the application has
been launched, visitors
are offered a choice of
several languages.
To date, there are six versions
available (French, Arabic,
Chinese, English, German and
Spanish), but other translations
may be ordered.
The visitor can change the
language at any time.

The visitor is then
given a short tutorial.

This briefly explains how to
scan the QR codes and how to
navigate the application.

The visitor can very quickly
start to explore the exhibit.
The visitor must point the device
to the exhibit and centre
the QR code in the viewfinder.
In just a few seconds, the text,
the image, the video or
the sound file are played
or appear on the screen.

The content
is broken down into
five major time periods.
A full visit will last about
1h00 -1h30.

Everyone can watch,
listen and read according
to his/her interests.

Read, browse, zoom
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The design of the exhibit and a
handful of pictograms allow the
visitor to identify the different
types of content.

Each of the five periods
is introduced by a few
chronological markers
and a 3000-character text.
These elements are accessible
via the magenta QR codes that
are positioned near to the dates.

The visitor can leaf
through the first few pages
of some of Camus’ works.
Numerous quotes and
excerpts are translated.
A zoom function allows
better readability and
interactivity with almost
all the documents.

And, whatever the type of
document, a commentary is
provided to give it some context.

Look, watch, listen
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Each of the five parts
includes a carousel of about
twenty pictures taken from
the Camus and Gallimard
collections.
Photographs, documents,
manuscripts, pages from
books or magazines – all are
annotated.

A specific pictogram directs
the visitor to any audio-visual
material.

The visitor can listen to
Camus read the first few
pages of The Outsider or
the editorial of the journal
Combat on the day of the
liberation of Paris.
Clips of the author can be
seen: receiving the Nobel
prize for literature, being
interviewed about theatre,
or playing the part of a
torero.
Documents selected from
the Ina archive collection.

Communicate, share
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Visitors can share Camus
quotes online or on social
networks.

There are three
specific QR codes
at the end of the exhibit.

Allows the visitor to access
the exhibition mosaic
(which can also be accessed
via the menu).

Visitors can take a souvenir
photo and post it on the
mosaic: the photo will be
dated and geolocated.

A second QR code allows the
visitor to download an exhibition
booklet in e-book format.

The very last QR code
on the exhibit gives the
visitor access to an online,
scalable space called
“Camus Posterity 20132014”.
This space will be used
to announce any events that are
programmed around
the exhibition and on the
occasion of the centenary, and
to regularly post links
to numerous resources:
articles, videos, recordings,
bibliographical data…

Finally, a map that will be
accessible from the menu will
list all the places in the world
where the exhibition will take
place throughout 2013-2014.

diSTRIBUTION
Anne du Parquet

anne.duparquet@institutfrancais.com
T + 33 1 53 69 83 91
For more information about the content, the principle
or the implementation of the exhibition, as well as
the terms and conditions for developing additional language
versions, please get in touch with Nicolas Peccoud,
Director of publications
nicolas.peccoud@institutfrancais.com

A promotional kit for
the exhibition will be provided
to all branches of the cultural network
via the Institut français website.
A promotional kit for the exhibition will
be provided to all branches of the cultural
network via the Institut français website.
It will include native files enabling
the personalisation of posters, as well as
print and digital flyers. Contact: Marie Bauer,
Communications Manager
marie.bauer@institutfrancais.com
French Language, Books
and Knowledge Department/Digital Department
8-14 rue du Capitaine Scott 75015 Paris

www.institutfrancais.com

www.facebook.com/institutfrancais.pageofficielle
This exhibition was produced in partnership with
Gallimard (www.gallimard.fr) and the École normale
supérieure (www.ens.fr), and with the support
of the AEFE (www.aefe.fr), of the Ina (www.ina.fr),
of the City of Buenos Aires (www.buenosaires.gob.ar)
and of Cellules (www.cellules.tv), a multimedia
production studio.

The Albert Camus application
will be available October 1st, 2013
Download it.

